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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
March 24, 2014

HERITAGE PROJECT UPDATE
The Heritage Committee held its first meeting on March 1st in the West Orange Armory. The meeting
was well attended by many Troopers. The overall plan was explained by the Association’s President
Walter Hill. Sub-committees were formed and everyone agreed to chip-in and make the Project a
success.
In short the Heritage Project is intended to rebuild the Memorial Wing in the West Orange Armory
and rededicate this are to our fallen Troopers from all combat actions. The Memorial Wing will
display all of the photos (on hand) of fallen Troopers; rosters will be published listing all of the
Troopers that have ever deployed with the 102d. The deployments include Mexican Border
Campaign, World War I, World War II, Cuba and Iraq. So far we have removed all of the pictures and
are in the process of cleaning, scanning the photos, repairing the frames and preparing the area for a
new display.

Before the Heritage Project

Work in Progress March 8, 2014

Every Saturday during the months of March, April and May we will be working on several different
tasks to ready the Armory and the Memorial wing for the rededication on June 7 th. We will not work
on the weekend of April 19th; Easter weekend and May 24th; Memorial Day weekend. Tasks will also
be worked on each Wednesday night. Lou Dulfer is working on the windows, to replace the blinds
and is in charge of the Troopers Bar cleaning and organizing the “Beer Hall.” Ray Drozd is working
wherever needed, Jerry Egan is working in all areas, and Joe Shedlock is helping on the Memorial
photos along with Myles Rahill. Your help in all areas is invaluable and will be greatly appreciated.

June 28, 2014 Rededication of the Memorial Wing
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